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Intr oduction
Ihe need to change the mode share for travel in the Perth Metropolitan Region is clearly
ennnciated as a set of targets in the region's Metropolitao Traosport Strategy. Ihe
traditional mobility maoagement approach to achieve mode chaoge has been throngh the
provision of traosport services aod infrastructure, including pricing, aod the longer term
laod use policies The application of a behavioural approach, especially in a car dominatec
city like Perth, has not, until recently, been in the traosport plarmer's tool box.
This paper outlines the rationale for using the behavioural approach, how it was applied
aod the results The technique employed has been developed by Wemer Brog over maoy
years aod its application in South Perth was a further step in the refinement process by
combining cycling with public traosport aod introducing walking.. This is the first known
project in the world to use individualised marketing to reduce car use
Some of the constructs used in this paper are detailed in greater detail in the paper titled
"Behavioural Approach to Travel Demaod" presented at the 21st ATRF Conference This
paper is the next progression down the implementation path

Transport Policy Setting
The Metropolitan Traosport Strategy (MTS) provides the overall policy setting for the nee,
to achieve a better balaoce in the use of the motor car.. The reasons for this better balance
are common for most developed cities tluough out the world The MTS provides a vision
for a livable city, of which traosport is a contributor, aod is supported by a set of principle
aod targets (Department of Transport et ai, 1995).
The set of principles are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety,
Efficiency,
Effectiveness,
Environmental Responsibility,
Social Responsibility, aod
Robustness (able to respond to aod take advantage of unpredictable chaoges).
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Participatory action research is extremely useful for practitioners as it allows for
achievement of actions or outcomes while resear'ch or learning is being undertaken This is
most useful when seeking funds for innovative and untested approaches to mobility
management, especially involving the introduction of behaviour change
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Interdependence
Ihe application of behaviour change programs is interdependent on:
I

Land use patterns

2.. Transport supply - infrastructure and services

Within this context, the municipality of the City of South Perth, one of thirty two in the
Perth Metropolitan Region, was chosen to implement the first marketing program The
area of South Perth is an inner city suburb with the following attributes:
1. Many urban opportunities, especially employment, are located dose to South Perth
2

There is capacity on the current public transport services and a basic safe cycle netwOI]

exists
Added to this, the local community are experiencing the negative impacts of growing traffi
and the Council, having responded through various traffic calming projects, are looking fl
other solutions

Branding
The use of branding for marketing campaigns is standard practice The behaviour char
activities in Perth was run under the "TraveISmart" branding as shown in Figure 3
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catch it Secondly, direct contact with dialogne allows the message to be individualised and
related directly to the specific situation of the person or household Therefore two people
with the same atuibutes used to identify them for traditional target marketing would make
different travel decisions because of their different situations This is important in the travel
scene because people make on average 1,000 trips per year, for different purposes,
destinations and times, with each travel decision having different circumstances
Critics of individualised marketing would argue that it is very expensive with relatively little
return This issue is addressed at the end of the paper
Prochaska, Norcross and Di Clemente developed a five step behaviour change model from
their extensive work on "Quit Smoking (Prochaska, Norcross and Di Clemente, 1984).
The individualised marketing technique applied by Brag has four basic steps Figure 4
shows the steps of both these models. The individualised marketing technique goes
through a quick process of identifying the contemplators from the pre-contemplators, then
tluough motivation and irrformation to the stage of helping them tluough the preparing to
act stage to being actors or users of the alternative modes
Prochaska, Norcross and DiClemente
Behaviour Change Model
Pre-contemplators (non··contemp1ators)

'It II

Individualised marketing

1.. Directly contact targeted people
J - . . Contemplators
2. Motivate them to think about their travel
behaviour..
'It II
3 Inform them about travel alternatives
4 Give them a chance to test the "system".
Preparing to act

'It II
Actors - current users of alternative modes

'It II
Long term maintenance
Figure 4:

Individualised mar·keting technique and behaviour change model

Program Outline
The pioneering nature of behaviour change programs in Perth, being opposite to the
traditional demand satisfaction approach, highlighted a strong need to collect empirical
evidence of behaviour change. In line with the action research model, the first pr~ject was
a pilot with a small random sample
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Application of Individualised Marketing in South Perth
consequence, the South Perth Travelsmart project had three distinct stages:
survey of existing behaviour
Implemelnt the individualised marketing program
Me",ure behaviour change after the marketing program

Existing Behaviour
one undertaken in September 1997 provided a benchmark of current travel behaviour
South Perth community A gross sample of 498 households, was selected. Of
383 households (77%) or 865 persons agreed to be further involVed The primary
tool used was the travel diary
wil"niJlg of the South Perth contract by Socialdata provided another oPPortunity
SOloial!dalta undertook the 1986 Perth region wide travel survey This allowed comparison
6"twe"n the 1997 bench mark survey and the 1986 travel survey

ana~ysis of the existing travel behaviour in South Perth in 1986 and 1997 shows:
number of trends that underscores the need for change;
shows how little some of the fundamentals have changed
5 shows the growth in the mode share of "car as driver", most likely at the expense
, "cycle" and "public transport", "car as passenger" remained stable.
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Figur·e 5: Previous Change in Mode Choice (%) in South Perth
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The change in mode share has occurred within other mobility measures that have remained
constant
Measnre

1986

1997

2.0

2,0

61 minntes

58 minutes

3.4

3.4

30 km

27 km

(per person per day)

Activities visited
Travel time
Trips
Distance (km)

These mobility measures suggest that the changes to mode share are due to subjective
reasons more than objective (land use and transport supply) reasons If this is the case, the
potential for behaviour change is strong Ihis claim is supported by an analysis of trip
distances, Figure 6 shows the distances travelled for all trips and car trips, It is evident
that there is a great deal of opportrmity to convert car trips to walking and cycling due to
short distances people travel Obviously there are other factors to consider, such as the
number of shopping items when shopping,
Car trips

All trips

Up to 1 km
Upto3km
Upto5km
Up to 10 km

Iotal

Figure 6: Distance travelled by South Perth residents (%).

Extent of Change Required
Critics of behaviour change tend to expect large scale changes directly affecting people's
lifestyle Proponents do know that behaviour change is difficult and requires maintenance
The sum of small changes can however make a major impact If for example South Perth
residents changed six trips per month to two trips each to walking, cycling and public
transport, the changes shown in Figure 7 are possible:
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In support of the motivation step, information on the travel alternatives was then provided
The main forms of information provided are as follows:
Public transport

Bus stop specific timetables
Ferry timetables
Local public transport map

Transperth

Bicycle

Cycling brochures ., cycling and the law
Recreational cycling maps and tours

Bikewest

Walking

Local access map
''Think globally, walk locally"
Heartrnovers Kit

Heart Foundation
The health benefits were
used to motivate people
wallrmore

The final step, testing the system was provided to 56 people, 41 % of the "interested"
group, This entailed a visit by the pnblic transport operatm to the person's home and
included a free transit pass for one month It was not available fm existing users of public
transpmt and was used in a deliberate way to introduce new users to the system
Regular users of the alternative modes were given a reward in the form of a letter from the
public transpmt operator, a small gift or a home visit by Socialdata
At the end of the campaign, 94% of the people contacted advised that they liked the direct
and individualised contact

Behaviour Change
An after survey was undertaken in November 1997 following completion of the
individualised marketing to ascertrtin the extent, if any, of behaviour change The survey
also occurred after the free one month public transport pass had expired The behaviour

change achieved is shown in Figur'e 8
Other interesting aspects of the analysis of change include:
• A 5% reduction in the number of cars used, less car trips made (from .3 3 to 28 tips
day). and 5 minutes per day less use of the car
• A 14% reduction in car vehicle kilometres travelled
• Increased use of local shops and services with 4% of longer distance trips now being
local
• People still visiting the same number of activities (eg shops, school, etc)
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Larger Scale Program
The successful results of the individualised marketing progIam provides the evidence that a
larger scale program would be successful The per household cost for the 15,000
households would be cheaper as the base measurements have already been undertaken
Five sixths of the estimated cost for all three modes, excluding information materials,
would be recovered by the expected increase public transport revenue within twelve
months
The implementation of various other initiatives in support of a larger scale individUaliSed
marketing progIam would be advisable These include:
1

Review of current public transport services to meet anticipated gIowth in public
transport patronage.. Specific improvements could be more direct routes with increased
frequency, and bus stop specific timetables at both the bus stop and improved pocket
size timetables distributed to the household adjacent to that stop (or gIoup of stops)

2

School based initiatives that promote cycling and walking, and possibly linked into safe
routes to school

3. Specific packaged cycling and public transport materials for major trip attractors
adjacent to the municipal boundaries (perth CBD and Curtin University).

Project Reflection
The project produced a number of positives that are a valuable base for extension of travel
behaviour changes techniques, such as individualised marketing, on a larger scale and into
other locations:
1

There is a strong interest in using alternative modes and behaviour change to reflect this

interest
2

The individualised marketing techniques assists people in identifying which trips they
can undertake using alternative modes

3.

The interest in repackaging of the existing public transport timetables is very strong

4

People have an interest in all modes for different trip purposes, which sits outside the
traditional approach of planning and marketing of transport modes separately

5

There is a market for promoting walking, which universally seems to not have a
champion.

6

Individualised marketing provides an excellent medium for proactive health marketing
to address national concerns about an over weight and unfit population
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